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In any consideration of women in the early Irish Church, St. Brigit
stands as the archetype of the female religious leader and saint.
Indeed, in view of the paucity of material concerning women of the
church in the early days of Irish Christianity, Brigit's widespread cult
and enduring popularity has made her one of the best-known saints of
Ireland. She is also one the least known, in historical terms, for her
life is based almost entirely on legends and no substantial evidence
remains to attest to her career, or even her existence. All that can
be said with certainty is that she was revered as the founder of the
',
: 5 great monastic community of Kildare and as an exemplary virgin
'
<
$ saint. Her life by Cogitosus, which is one of the earliest extant, is
p little more than a series of miracle stories, mainly in the tradition of
continental hagiography. Cogitosus glosses over her early life, her birth
and parentage, stating only that she was born of noble and Christian
parents2 The historicity of Brigit is further obscured by her obvious
pagan associations with the triple goddess Brigit, the pan-Celtic great
goddess Brigantia. Like the goddess, she is honoured as the patron
of poets, craftsman, and women in ~ h i l d b i r t h a, ~function which goes
beyond the mere similarity of names; and, it is surely no coincidence
that her feast day falls on 1 February, the day of the Celtic festival
of Imbolc.
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